To The
Summit
Lighthouse
Students
Nancy of Oregon: Some of you have heard that XX was in
the second death trial. It has ended, with little or no charges.
The Rai of Suern spoke authoritatively on the history of this
group. What started at the ICBM group was the transfer of the
military secrets among 3 people. Then one false hierarch after
another sought to expand and control the group. XX had sight
and she was to serve as the messenger for Sanat Kumara, El
Morya, Cuzco, x-Lanello, the former Great Divine Director.
What was discovered at the trial were the extortions of XX, the
same as Elizabeth Prophet. Each of these Hierarchs had their
own agenda: hire prostitutes, more shack rapings, killings of
scores of people at the Ranch, etc.
Some of you have had your babies killed in
miscarriages, cats and dogs killed, plants killed. This was the
work of one of these Hierarchs not XX. She was extorted to
give specific excuses if anyone asked about who to blame for
what happened. What this hierarch was trying to do was to
have you so evil, with demons assigned to you, that you would
go immediately at death to either serve in the false hierarchy or
hell and from there, they would siphon off your Light, as the
ICBM group are comprised of lightbearers. Originally. These
subsequently oftentimes went off becoming evil for the pay
money.
Then one group, in order to get pay money, they had to
legally set you up as a witch and warlock group, and pretending,
by collecting semen samples for witch coven ceremonies.
Unfortunately to them, the Karmic Board looks at legal papers
that tells them who you are aligned with This witch and
warlock group was doing backward decrees. An astral being
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answered these decrees. It never went out to kill those whom
they targeted, it went to themselves as the decrees did not reach
a cosmic being as they falsely assumed. As the group got
darker and darker, false hierarchs left including El Morya.
This trial was months later. But her tie to the ICBM
group all ended when the false hierarchs put a device into her
to kill her. It is only activated when it is time to kill her. The
device gets you to weep and then to gyrate and then over a
number of days of the weep-and-gyrate, you would die.
Emperor LeAmthe went to tell her that her life was in
danger after the first time of weep-and-gyrate. He had no
answers. He told her to go elsewhere. What he did not know
was that at these gyrations, there is a false-hierarch selfmasturbating with the goose bumps. But actually, he is having
an undulating orgasm that lasts almost an hour while these
week-and-gyrations occur. After the first weep-and-gyrate, XX
took homeopathy medicine and it did help. Then Emperor
LeAmthe went to speak to her and promised to return with a
Burnjeh the physician to remove the device.
ANDREA of Chicago: That false hierarch was El Morya.
EMPEROR LeAMTHE: The device was removed.
BURNJEH, Physician: What happens is that you want to go
to the bathroom and lay in bed as if you were about to have sex
with someone.
EMPEROR LeAMTHE: She would have to stay awake for 24
hours as El Morya would return to torture her while having an
undulating orgasm. She stayed awake for the 24 hours and with
the device removed, she was able to sleep soundly.
BURNJEH, Physician: With the device gone, El Morya left
albeit in great anger.
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ANDREA of Chicago: I remind you that the Alzheimer’s
disease that Elizabeth Prophet had was a virus that xLanello
went to the false hierarchy for, as he had no further need for
her as the Karmic Board had removed the dispensation of her
to take dictations. And so she was likewise to be killed.
MOSHE: To kill babies in vitro is something that these
practitioners of voodoo do, in heaven or earth. And you
yourself must not tolerate voodoo and black magic.
MOTHER MARY: You would do well to understand that the
Karmic Board looks at your legal condition. And if you are
married to someone who would endanger your own ascension
and path, you need to deal with this squarely.
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